·Ⅰ.GAME THEORY AND MANAGEMENT GAME THEORY
resource management, only scientific management and handling different sorts of problems can provide powerful guarantee for the business benefits. The author analyses the feasibility of applying the management game theory to the human resource management, and the problems in applying the management game theory to sports team management, and studies the methods of scientifically managing the human resource. So it can be taken as a theoretical guide to the scientific human resource management.
·Ⅰ.GAME THEORY AND MANAGEMENT GAME THEORY

·A Game theory
Game theory is a science to study the decision when the decision subject activities make direct function and the balance of the decision. That is to say, when a subject, such as a person or an enterprise makes a decision and it will be It can make people feel worried and nervous and form a sort of power to avoid punishment and to control. Proper stress will be transferred into motivation to work hard. But too much stress will cause upset emotion. In the human resource management the supervisors should consider the abilities and standards of the staff, then definite the proper target and impose stress restriction on the staff. The radical idea that stress means power is unscientific and wrong.
2)Correction restriction. Correction restriction can be used to restrict the staff's actions which deviate from the enterprise detailed rules so that the whole staff can advance to one target. An enterprise accepts a passel of urgent tasks.
There is a rule that all the staff cannot drink before the delivery. But Mr. Hu and Mr. Yang in the sales department think they have no productive task so they drink without admission. In order to correct discipline the enterprise makes a decision that Mr.Hu and Mr. Yang are transferred from the sales department and are fined for 1000 yuan. This punishing decision is the application of correction restriction in management restriction mechanism in enterprise management.
In the human resource management correction restriction can regulate effectively the starff's irregulative actions. Reference:
[1] Zhou san duo, Chen chuan ming, Lu ming hong. 
